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Thoughts From the President

By Kelly Russell

August is still HOT – still a good reason to stay inside away from the triple digit heat indexes.
I enjoyed our San Jac Online Get Together on August 9th… good attendance and lots going on.
The next one on August 23rd will have come and gone when you get this. I’m sure it will be
enjoyable also.
Division 8 is going to attempt the hybrid Zoom meeting in September. We will attend/help and
see how it goes. We will continue to utilize Zoom for our September meeting.
We are re-publishing the guidelines for the submission of videos for the virtual layout tour.
There has been much interest… not many videos… get your videos to Brian!
My Speedy reefer combine car is coming along nicely. Thanks for asking…
I had an epiphany as I woke up the other morning… (man I need a vacation!) … picture this.... an
HO Scale bandstand with a 25 piece orchestra where each musician is playing his/her
instrument... violins, trombones, percussion, woodwinds and the conductor turning to cue the
horns... could use Arduino programed for different sections (or players), all to the beat. The
musicians could be 3D printed with joints where needed... little gears turning a cam shaft
producing the up and down/side to side movement... Add a speaker and sound player, and you get
The 1812 Overture... drums, horns, violins... wow!
And then I thought.... couldn't we figure out how to get people walking down the sidewalk... with
a clear wheel like a transparent unicycle. That just opens up lots of animation possibilities - guys
painting or hammering, golfers swinging or putting, drinkers at a sidewalk pub, fisherman. This
all starts with jointed HO figures – now who do I know that can print 3D stuff?
Are you really sure you want me as president?? Stay safe, and follow the simple guidelines:
wear a mask, social distance, and wash your hands.
We’ll see you online.

Kelly

September 1st Meeting
The September meeting will be online. Please stay tuned, and check your emails
for further details and log in instructions.
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How to “Power Up” Your Layout

By Randall Wilson

If a friend or family member wanted to power up and operate your layout, would they be successful?
It is an important question. The harsh truth is your model railroad masterpiece with probably outlast
you. Someday your spouse, grandchildren or friends might which to remember you by operating your model
railroad. Your model railroad is just a static display if no one can turn on the power.
There isn’t a NMRA standard for locating the power switch for a model railroad. For example, on my
railroad you must first turn on the two main power switches at the bottom of the stairs below the
trainroom. Once you go upstairs to the trainroom you must reach under the layout for a light switch for the
main power. But if you want to run trains in a continuous loop for fun or an open house, there is a small
toggle switch that must be flipped. That small toggle is not easy for me to find and I installed it!
A close friend has a very unique power switch for his layout. His layout’s main power switch is the light
switch for the rear patio of the house. If he had not shared this information with his regular operators it is
doubtful anyone would have discovered how to “power up” his layout. It could have become a diorama.
Sadly, layouts have become static or near static displays upon the layout owners passing. Family members of
the late model railroader often ask for assistance in preserving and operating the layouts. Unfortunately,
without documentation, it takes hours or days to discover the hidden switches and toggles necessary to bring
a layout to full power. Sometimes power for only a small portion of a layout is discovered. Often power for
special animations, staging tracks, computer operations, etc. is never found.
Gordon Bliss has a simple but very effective solution to the layout power issue. Gordon has documented
“How to Turn on Layout” on the facia of his Santa Fe layout. (See photo).
You may not wish to place your “How to Turn On Layout” on the facia of your layout, but it is easy to write
and print instructions that can be given to your family and friends. Place copies (yes, more than one) in
various locations in your layout room. Take the time to show your regular operators not only where but
also how to power and activate everything on your model railroad.
Our model railroad empires need written instructions on how to “power up” so that anyone can flip the
switch and run some trains.
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LEDs in Model Railroading

By Mark Couvillion

Many of you are aware that I install DCC decoders in HO and N scale train engines. My interest is to make a
model, especially a “legacy” model that never reached it’s full potential, operate, sound, and look like a
miniature version of the real thing. I do this by carefully working over the mechanical, electrical and physical
aspects of the model so that it is the best it can be. One important aspect of this revival is the inclusion of
bright warm-white LEDs in the model. I believe that bight LEDs that resemble incandescent bulbs, those with
a temperature in the 2700 -3000 Kelvin range, offer the most realistic lighting for the model. I have found a
variety of different sizes and shapes of LEDs that allow me to fit just about any engine with a lensed light that
looks very realistic.
During a recent San Jac Sunday afternoon Zoom meeting (August 9th), the topic of LEDs and power supplies
came up. Cliff Cheeseman mentioned that he was blowing 1 amp fuses on his layout LED circuits. He only
has around 3500(!) LEDs in buildings and scenes on the layout. I had to wait until the end of the meeting to
make a few comments on the use of LEDs in buildings, scenes, and engines.
First, when using multiple LEDs in buildings or scenes, the use of an adjustable, fixed-voltage regulator (See
Picture 1) to precisely set the voltage needed for the LEDs in use is much simpler, cheaper, reliable, and
cleaner than using a high voltage power supply and dropping resistors on each and every LED. The regulators
can be adjusted with a tiny trimpot on the top center of the regulator board to the precise voltage needed by
the LEDs for the application. The most you need to do is to extend the leads of the LED to a common
location, where there is a 2-conductor breadboard (See Picture 2), and plug them in, positive on one side,
negative on the other. All LEDs on the circuit will illuminate at the same intensity and brightness and can be
adjusted exactly the same by turning the trimpot a tiny bit one way or the other. The voltage regulators have a
digital voltage readout that enables precision control of the output voltage from any input voltage from 5
through about 30 volts. Each voltage regulator is less than $10.00 and you don’t have to fool with installing
dropping resistors in line with each LED. There are many LEDs of various sizes and shapes available, and
also LEDs in light fixtures of innumerable size, shape, and design for all gauges available through providers
on E-Bay or other on-line stores. Be sure to look at the entire webpage as very accurate dimensions and
photos of color and application are often included, usually at the bottom of a long page.

Picture 1 – LED Lighting Voltage Regulators
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LEDs in Model Railroading

By Mark Couvillion

Picture 2 – LED Lighting Wiring Breadboard

Cliff mentioned that some of his lighting LEDs were powered from sources also used to power other things
such as small twin-coil switch machines. We have learned that dedicated power supplies are the only way to
go for most applications as fewer problems result.
OK, where is all this going? Many of us remember that the conventional wisdom is that LEDs require about
470 ohms of resistance in a 12 volt circuit. This is actually a “current-limiting” resistor, designed to limit the
current through the circuit to what is required by the LED by essentially dropping the voltage from 12 volts to
3 volts, enabling the LED to operate at an intended 20 milli-amperes of current. The problem is, many LEDs
are designed to operate at much lower current levels!
My friend Jeff Hamilton and I got into this problem because we have been installing tiny surface-mount LEDs
called “402s”. These LEDs are physically only 0.040” x 0.020”, resembling a flea hanging on to two long
hairs. They are hard to see and harder to deal with but they are very bright and can go where others can’t.
402 LEDs are rated for only 5 milliamps, not 20. Therefore, the preferred resistance is about 1850 ohms in a
circuit at 12 volts, not 470. Typical tower LEDs draw 20 milliamps at 12 volts, so they can be used with 470
ohms, but that is “on the ragged edge” minimum. I have found that they look just as good, and the light
intensity is still impressive, when they are operated with up to 1000 ohms in the circuit. I have typically been
installing at least 560 ohms, and often 740 to 820 ohms in my circuits because I wanted to allow for a margin
of error.
Recently, Jeff and I did a test of all the LEDs we have of various sizes and colors to determine the impact of
voltage and current on each LED’s appearance and intensity. Using one of the small voltage regulators
mentioned earlier, along with a milli-amp meter, we tested the LEDs at fixed voltages of 2.8, 2.9, and 3.0
volts. Using the equation R = (VI – VF) / I, where R is the resistor size in ohms, VI is the initial voltage in
volts, VF is the LED forward voltage in volts, and I is the current draw, we developed a spreadsheet showing
how current and the heat generated, the watts developed, varies as the resistors change for each LED. Watts
are calculated as W = I2R, or current squared times resistance. This is needed to correctly size the dropping
resistor used with each LED. The spreadsheet for some of the warm white LEDs is attached below. Very
interesting results! I had wondered why some of my LED installations were so bright! Now I know – I was
overdriving them.
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LEDs in Model Railroading

Mark’s Minute

By Mark Couvillion

By Mark Couvillion

To stage how power is started on your railroad, consider using a series of remote-controlled
power strips for your under-layout electrical outlets. An example is the Belkin Remote
Control Power Strip – Surge Protector “Conserve Switch” Power Strip Model #: BG10800004. The Conserve Surge Protector is a unique product in that it has a battery operated radio
remote switch that turns 6 outlets of the power strip on or off. By setting the power strips to
the same remote control address, I have found that by connecting one power strip to a
controlled outlet of a second power strip that it is possible to cascade power to your layout!
With one push of the ON button, the first strip and its power items come on, including the two
un-switched outlets of the second power strip. With another push of the ON button, the
controlled outlets of the second power strip come on. You can daisy-chain several of these to
have 3, 4, or more levels of control on your railroad! Pushing the OFF side of the button turns
the whole railroad off. Great for when you only need minimal things on while working or just
watching a few things run. Put delicate lighting to come on last to save bulb life.
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Bunkline Railroad

By Michael O’Day with Brian Jansky

Behind the Bench Work
How long have you been into Model Railroading?
Since 1950, 70 years.
How did you get into the hobby?
A Christmas Lionel train that I still have, and it runs.
Did you have any previous layouts before this one?
I have two other current layouts. The “G” Scale (Shady Hollow) Garden Railroad, era 1880s to 1960s.
And a Lionel layout 4’0” x 8’0”.
What interests you in your prototype?
Railroad history and enjoyment of railroads and trains.

Anybody or any layouts inspire you?
Mr. Allen’s layouts from the 80s.

What is your favorite part of the hobby?
Running and study of train history.
Is there anything else you would like to
share?
I can share stories of my “Shady
Hollow” RR and my Lionel “O” scale
layout in later articles. I still have my
original collection of my Lionel
equipment still in operating order.
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Bunkline Railroad

By Michael O’Day with Brian Jansky

Industrial Area on the lower level 4 Main lines that can run four trains unattended at the same time.
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Bunkline Railroad

By Michael O’Day with Brian Jansky

Night view of the industrial area.

Daytime view of a Santa Fe PA,PB,PA units
pulling a 8 car heavy weight passenger
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Bunkline Railroad

Day light view of the industrial area.
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By Michael O’Day with Brian Jansky

Night time view of the industrial areas. 11 stall round house with
33 individual light fixtures, three in each bay of the facility.
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Bunkline Railroad

Night view of the commercial and residential areas of the railroad.

By Michael O’Day with Brian Jansky

Train station. Mini metal vehicles with actual factory colors.

Day light view of the industrial area.
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Bunkline Railroad
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Back to the Bench

By Pete Leach MMR

The Four P’s of Building Better Models
During the years I’ve been sharing my modeling efforts through articles in this newsletter and other
publications, I’ve been surprised at some of the feedback I’ve received. Many comments include the phrase:
“I could never do that!” That always struck me as strange. It’s not like I have some special gift or
superpower. It got me to thinking why am I able to build award winning models while others don’t believe
they have the capabilities? I realized there are four keys to building great models. I call them the 4 P’s: Plans,
Patience, Persistence, and Practice.
Plans
It all starts with a Plan. Not just the scale drawing of whatever model you intend to build, but a Plan to
complete the project. I remember when I started building plastic model kits when I was around 10 or 11 years
old, I couldn’t wait to get started. Tearing into the box was like Christmas morning! The pieces went together
as fast as that model airplane glue would dry! When all done, I would look back and say to myself: “I need to
paint this thing!” The result was NOT great! I eventually realized that it would be better to paint some or all
the model before assembling it! But what color? Should I paint everything first or subassemblies? I was
going need a Plan to paint before starting construction.
During the construction of the structures and rolling stock on my current layout, I was able to find a lot of
drawings of the prototype subjects. But once again, I would need a plan. If a detailed interior was needed,
how would that be done? Should the trim go on before the paint or after? Some of my early attempts resulted
in partially tearing the model apart to install interiors and lighting. Oh yes, lighting. It’s critical to plan how a
structure will be lit before building it. Trust me, I know!

Figure 1 - A construction photo of the Albion station showing the first-floor layout. The wiring for the LED's will be sandwiched between the
ceiling of the first floor and the floor of the second. A plan to do this was key on this scratch-built structure.

Some projects are complex or large in scope. These are best tackled by breaking them down into smaller
pieces or groups. Kitbashing an On30 Forney steam locomotive appeared overwhelming at first. The frame,
boiler, cab, and tank were built separately to make for a manageable project. It was important to check the fit
of these subassemblies during the process.
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By Pete Leach MMR

Figure 2 - The plan included building the frame, boiler, cab, and tank as subassemblies. It is important to check for fit at each step.

Scratch building requires more thought, or planning, than kit building. But even building a kit requires more
planning than provided in the instructions. And most of us don’t want to build the kit exactly how the
manufacturer designed it. What’s the Plan?
Patience
The old saying goes: “Patience is a Virtue.” Well, in model building it is a requirement. Remember when I
said I would build that plastic kit as fast as the glue would dry? That wasn’t exactly true. Most times I would
attempt to add the next piece to an assembly BEFORE the glue was set. A small mess and a bit of frustration
would ensue, but I slowly figured it out. I needed to be patient! Trust me, it wasn’t easy. Oh, and waiting for
the paint to dry was like, well watching paint dry!
I now look at model building as a journey. It’s important to enjoy the process of planning and building. If
satisfaction was only achieved by completing the project, an important part of model building will be missed.
The Journey. But it takes patience.
The construction of the lumber schooner I built in 2017 used more than 500 individual pieces of wood, each
cut-to-fit before gluing in place. It took at LEAST 400 hours to complete the model. That took a LOT of
patience to cut, sand, stain, and glue all those pieces one at a time. But the result was worth it when it won
Best in Show at the 2018 LSR Convention.
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By Pete Leach MMR

Figure 3 - The crew is securing the lumber load on the deck of the scratch-built schooner: DOROTHY GLYNN. Each strip of wood used in the
construction was measured, cut, sanded, and glued in place. This took a LOT of patience but was worth it!

I have several structures on my layout with hand cut wooden shingles. They aren’t hard to make, there are
just SO MANY OF THEM! Patience, my friends, patience is all that is needed.
Persistence
We all have a least one of those models that is a half-built source of frustration. Parts aren’t fitting correctly,
or a key piece is broken or missing. It sits somewhere is a “bin of shame” under the layout or hidden in a
closet. We’ve all but given up on it, but we still have it. My guess is we still plan to complete it.

Figure 4 - This N Scale structure was a kit received long ago. Although it sat half built in my bin of shame and forgotten for years, it provided a
wealth of enjoyment when I eventually completed it!

I found one or two of these half-built projects during the recent Stay-At-Home order. Getting them out again
and on my workbench was part of my therapy during these trying times. In the end, I didn’t give up and got
them completed, finally. I was persistent! And yes, I still have a stash in the bin!
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By Pete Leach MMR

Practice
Could any of us build a contest quality, award winning model on our first try? Even with our very first model
ever? I seriously doubt it! Building great models does take some skill that we can only learn by trying. Each
model we build adds to our knowledge base. Even using the lowly XACTO® knife takes practice to use it
properly. How hard to press? What blade angle is best for cutting? How long can you use that No. 11 blade?
It’s still cutting but is the cut good enough? Practice gives us the Knowledge and Skills to use tools
effectively.
Most of the buildings on my current layout were not my first attempt. There were flaws in the early models
that I couldn’t accept. I would discover it was too large or too small for the space. Or the roof lines were all
wrong. Or the quality of the build was not good enough. Something wasn’t right. So, building a replacement
to correct errors was in order. A do-over is a form of Practice.
Another form of Practice I use is building a mockup of a model. Glue a copy of the scale drawing to foam
core, cut and assemble a full-size version of the model. This can also help identify problems before spending
a lot of time on the finished model. Some mockups remained on my layout as place holders for many years.
They gave me the opportunity to evaluate how the model would fit into a scene and even check reach on
foreground structures. When building a kit, tape the wall sections together to create a mock-up. As they say,
“Practice makes Perfect!”

Figure 5 - A mockup of the Pier Station sits on the wharf. This mockup helped me understand the angles and shape of the "witch’s hat" tower
roof. A mockup of the coal shed can be seen to the left. The wharf itself is a mock-up built by spray painting a piece of fore core brown. Mock-ups
helped to visualize and test the scene before building the finished models.

Avoid the 5th P
This all may sound a bit overwhelming, but it is all fairly simple. Follow the 4 P’s I’ve outlined above, but
avoid the 5th P: Procrastination. Don’t wait! Pick a project, make a plan, stick with it, do it over if you have
to, and don’t give up! Build something you are REALLY proud of! And share your success with us in this
newsletter! For me? I’ve got more things to build so I’m Back to the Bench.
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Getting Out of the Yard
By David N. Currey

Most freight trains and especially through freight trains originate and/or terminate in freight yards. I suppose
it would be possible for some through freights to originate from a multitude of industries instead of a yard, but
that seems highly unlikely.
Sometimes getting out of a yard with your freight train can be kind of daunting if it is a busy yard. Settegast
Yard in Houston, which was once an MP yard on the HB&T and is now a UP yard, was just such a busy yard.
Trains 195 and 359 were Kingsville Division trains that originated in the yard about 12 hours apart, one of
them generally around midnight.
These trains almost always departed from the numbered tracks on the west side of the yard—the tracks
nearest to the engine house. I think we called it the roundhouse, though it was not round and certainly had no
turntable. It had an interesting wye though.

The railroad evidently did not own the property on the other side of the road that went down the west side of
the yard, so the tail end of the wye went onto the street, but did not go past the far edge of the street. I think
they had just enough room to turn a lash-up of diesels. Today the wye stops just short of the street, leaving
200 feet between the end-of-track and the wye switch.
Typically, the engineer and head brakeman showed up at the roundhouse by the designated time, while the
conductor and rear brakeman showed up at the crew shack that was in the middle of the wye at the south end
of the yard. If I were head brakeman on one of these trains, I would get to the roundhouse usually a few
minutes early. I would find the roundhouse foreman or other worker in the know and ask him where the
power was for my train, and then I would go get on the engines.
If the engineer were not there yet, I would just sit tight until he showed up. Even if he were already there,
there would be nothing for me to do initially, because the engineer would be busy checking out his engines for
five to ten minutes. Occasionally the engineer would be all ready to go. Perhaps this means he showed up
early and checked out his locomotives before he was officially on the clock.
Once the engineer was satisfied, he or I would request a radio check if he had not already done that, and then
get permission to leave the roundhouse. Occasionally there would be a blue light or flag blocking the way and
we would have to wait until the person who put it there removed it. Then we would call the tower to find out
where the train was at. The tower would tell us what route to take to get to the train. As I mentioned, the train
was usually in the (I think they were) 50-series tracks on the west side of the yard oriented so we would be
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leaving out the south end of the yard—either down the East Belt to South Yard or over to Belt Junction. Once
in a purple moon (even rarer than a blue moon), the train would be oriented to head out the north end of the
yard. Why they would set it up that way I never figured out. That would add at least 15 or 20 minutes to your
crosstown travel—maybe even more because there were only a couple of leads on that end of the yard, so it
was always more subject to delays, and going that way put you through more junctions/interlockings, so you'd
just be begging for even more delays. It was more common to come into the yard from the north end than to
exit by the north end.
Sometimes, the train might be in one of the R tracks (R1 through R6) on the east side of the yard by the new
tower, and we'd usually head out south from there, but on rare occasions maybe head out north.
As the locomotives made their way out of the roundhouse tracks, I would be on the ground lining switches.
Then I would get on the steps of the engine to go down the lead. There could easily be delays. A train could
be arriving on the lead and you could not get cleared out of the round house. A switcher might also be
blocking things. Eventually, you would get to your train. If you had to line switches through a crossover, you
had to be careful to line them back so some switcher would not get off on the wrong lead.
Once on your train, you still were not ready to leave.
The engineer would have to do a set and release with a carman on the caboose who would check the air
pressure and walk the train. Once the set and release were out of the way, we would finally be ready to leave
the yard. When the carman was satisfied with the train, he would usually wish you a safe trip. While all this
was being done, the rear end crew would still be sitting in the crew shack.
Now the train was again subject to the some of the same delays as before, and if the carman had found a car
with bad-order brakes, we'd have to set it out on a track somewhere, which would require another call to the
yardmaster to find out what track to put it in— after which we'd set it out, and get back on the train. I think I
remember one time while we were setting out a bad order car, we were blocked in the set-out track while a
train came down the lead into the 50- series yard tracks.
Eventually, you would get cleared out of the yard, and you would drag slowly by the yard shack so the rear
end crew could board the caboose. The first thing they would do would be to check the air pressure to make
sure they had a good train line, even though an air test had just been done. If you were going out the East Belt
instead of over to Belt Junction, you might get delayed at the interlocking under the hump at Englewood
Yard, but eventually that blockage would be gone, and you could finally leave the yard.
Working your way across the HB&T could also be subject to delays, but that is beyond the scope of this
article.
I could write about the delays getting into the yard, but they are pretty much the same kinds of delays, except
in reverse order. One factor affecting the delays on entering a yard is how much time you have left on the
clock. If you are about to go on the hog law, the yardmaster will probably be less likely to delay you, since he
doesn't want to take the chance of you hoglawing and blocking his lead, and having to get a crew on your train
to move it out of the way. That would cause him even more delays.
Tie-up time. You the reader must stay on the clock to read this, but I as the writer must tie up. The white shirts
do not like us writers staying on the clock while you readers read, so if you find a typo, sorry, I am off the
clock.
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Stormy Weather on the Mystic Branch

By Gene Mangum

It had been an exceptionally dry summer around Kerrville. Then, in early September, a tropical storm began
churning in the Gulf of Mexico. It didn’t achieve hurricane status but Tropical Storm Gerhardt did pack a
whole lot of rain. (It could have been Gene, but…hey). The normally dry Texas Hill Country received an
overabundance of this rainfall from the slow-moving storm for three straight days beginning on a Friday
morning.
Before daylight on the next Monday morning the San Antonio night yard crew finished putting together the
morning freight destined for Kerrville. The crew was called and at approximately 4:30 AM the San Antonio
Dispatcher issued this Train Order: ENG 1427 RUN EXTRA SAN ANTONIO TO KERRVILLE. The
engineer completed the brake test and EXTRA 1427 WEST left the San Antonio yard. It was really raining
hard when EXTRA 1427 WEST arrived in Kerrville at 6:45 AM. The Kerrville Agent called San Antonio to
inform the Dispatcher that EXTRA 1427 WEST had arrived safely. Then, as the rain began to diminish, the
yard crew began disassembling the train to set up the two turns.
Meanwhile, just after daylight a local rancher noticed a possible washout and some big rocks on the track
between Val Verde and Mystic and called the SP Agent in Kerrville. The Agent called San Antonio to inform
the Dispatcher and Maintenance Supervisor and sent a maintenance truck out of Mystic to investigate. See
Figure 1.

Figure 1 - Maintenance Crew Dispatched from Mystic

The Maintenance Crew drove the track toward Val Verde and discovered that there was a minor washout and
a substantial rock fall from the benched cut as reported by the rancher near M.P. 281 and the track clearly
needed repair. The Maintenance Crew Foreman radioed the SP Agent in Kerrville that this was a relatively
serious issue that could not be solved by the local crews. The time was 8:15 AM. The Kerrville Agent called
the Maintenance Supervisor in San Antonio, apprising him of the situation. The Maintenance Supervisor
discussed the issue with the San Antonio Dispatcher and it was decided that a work extra needed to be sent
from San Antonio, immediately. The San Antonio yard crew quickly assembled a work train with a dedicated
maintenance crew. At 8:45 AM, the Dispatcher issued the following train order authorizing the work extra:
ENG 5344 RUN EXTRA SAN ANTONIO TO VAL VERDE AND WAIT FOR ORDERS. The engineer
completed the brake test and EXTRA 5344 WEST left the San Antonio yard. As this was going on, the
Kerrville yard crew finished assembling the two daily turns: the Val Verde Turn (VVT) on the Kerrville Main
and the Mystic Turn (MYT) on the Kerrville Passing Track. The time was 8:30 AM. See Figure 2.
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Figure 2 - VVT and MYT Turns ready in Kerrville

Since the track was clear to Mystic, the Kerrville Agent called the San Antonio Dispatcher and they decided
to hold the VVT and dispatch the MYT. With this decision made, the Dispatcher issued the following train
order: ENG 4376 RUN EXTRA KERRVILLE TO MYSTIC AND SWITCH LOCAL RAIL SERVED
CUSTOMERS. The engineer completed the brake test and the MYT left Kerrville at 8:40 AM (using the
Crew from the morning freight) and proceeded to Mystic, arriving at 9:15 AM. See Figure 3.

Figure 3 - EXTRA 4376 enters Mystic

The MYT crew then proceeded with the setouts and pickups at Mystic, completing their work at 12:20 PM.
The Dispatcher then told them to take the siding and break for lunch by issuing this train order. EXTRA 4376
EAST TAKE SIDING AND WAIT FOR ENG 1427.
Meanwhile, EXTRA 5344 WEST had made it to Val Verde. The Conductor radioed the dispatcher that
EXTRA 5344 WEST had arrived. See Figure 4.
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By Gene Mangum

Figure 4 - EXTRA 5344 arrives in Val Verde

The Conductor and San Antonio Maintenance Supervisor then met with the local Maintenance Foreman from
Mystic. The foreman told the Maintenance Supervisor that they would likely need the crane to move some of
the debris. So the train was reorganized with the crane in the lead. See Figure 5.

Figure 5 - Work Train Organized with Crane in the Lead

Once the train was reorganized, the Conductor radioed the Dispatcher that the work train was ready to depart
Val Verde. The Dispatcher then issued the following train order: ENG 5344 WORK EXTRA VAL VERDE
TO MP 282 NOT PROTECTING AGAINST EXTRA TRAINS. The work extra moved very slowly with
the crane in the lead and arrived on scene at 10:15 AM. The Maintenance Supervisor notified the dispatcher
that the repair would take four hours or so. The Dispatcher told them to proceed with the work as quickly (but
safely) as possible.
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With all of the maintenance issues, the San Antonio Dispatcher and Kerrville Agent decided to cancel the
daily noon passenger train due to the time required to address the repair issues. Any passengers would be
accommodated via a chartered bus and any extra freight and the mail would be handled via truck. The
Dispatcher ordered a bus from the Kerrville Bus Company. The Kerrville Bus Company didn’t have one
handy so they contacted Greyhound. Greyhound had one available and it was dispatched to the San Antonio
Union Station. The chartered bus left Union Station on time at 11:05 AM and first serviced the Stations at
Leon Springs and Boerne. The bus then arrived at the Val Verde Station on-time at 12:10 PM. See Figure 6.

Figure 6 - Chartered Bus Arrives in Val Verde

After Val Verde the charter served both Mystic and Kerrville and then returned to San Antonio retracing its
station stops.
Similarly, the mail service and any extra freight was handled by an SP Railroad truck. It also stopped at all the
stations along the Branch on the way to Kerrville. It then returned to San Antonio with all outbound mail and
any extra freight.
To speed things along, the Dispatcher then decided to dispatch the Val Verde Turn (VVT) to Mystic (using
the crew scheduled to return to San Antonio) to wait there for the work extra to complete the repairs. So the
Dispatcher issued the following train order: ENG 1427 RUN EXTRA KERRVILLE TO MYSTIC AND
HOLD THE MAIN. The engineer performed the brake test and the train left Kerrville at 12:25 PM and
arrived in Mystic at 1:05 PM. The Conductor radioed the dispatcher that EXTRA 1427 EAST had arrived.
EXTRA 1427 EAST (the VVT) held the main while EXTRA 4376 stayed on the passing siding. See Figure 7.

Figure 7 - The VVT and MYT Meet in Mystic
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Stormy Weather on the Mystic Branch

By Gene Mangum

Once the VVT arrived in Mystic, the dispatcher sent the MYT back to Kerrville so that the return KVTSAT
could start to be assembled. So at 1:10 PM, the Dispatcher issued the following train order: EXTRA 4376
WEST RETURN TO KERRVILLE. The MYT departed Mystic at 1:15 PM, arriving on the Kerrville Main
at 1:55 PM. The Conductor radioed the Dispatcher that EXTRA 4376 WEST had arrived. The Kerrville Agent
then called the Val Verde Agent inquiring if there were any outbound loads from Val Verde for the evening
train. The Val Verde Agent said no. So, the KVT Yard Crew then began the assembly of the KVTSAT on the
Main. When completed, the Yardmaster had Engine 4376 put on the point. The crew that had brought the
morning freight from San Antonio were then sent off duty.
After discussions with the work crew indicating that the work would be completed by 2:30 PM, or so, the
Dispatcher decided to send the VVT to the vicinity of the repairs to wait until they are completed. The
Dispatcher issued the following train order: ENG 1427 RUN EXTRA MYSTIC TO MP 283 AND WAIT
FOR ORDERS. After completing the brake test, the VVT departed Mystic at 1:45 PM and arrived near the
site (M.P. 283) at 2:20 PM. The Conductor radioed the Dispatcher that EXTRA 1427 EAST had arrived at the
waiting point.
The work crew finished the repairs at 2:40 PM and the Maintenance supervisor notified the Dispatcher. At
2:50 PM the Dispatcher issued the following train order: ENG 5344 RUN EXTRA MP 282 TO VAL
VERDE AND WAIT FOR ORDERS. The crew secured the crane and the engineer performed a brake test
and proceeded to Val Verde to put the work extra back together, arriving in Val Verde at 3:20 PM. At 4:05
PM the work extra Conductor radioed the Dispatcher that they were ready to depart for San Antonio. At 4:10
PM, the Dispatcher issued the following train order: ENG 5344 RUN EXTRA VAL VERDE TO SAN
ANTONIO. EXTRA 5344 EAST departed Val Verde at 4:20 PM and arrived in San Antonio at 5:40 PM. See
Figure 8.

Figure 8 - Work Extra 5344 Ready to Depart Val Verde for San Antonio

As soon as the work extra departed Val Verde, the Dispatcher radioed the VVT to proceed to Val Verde and
continue their work there by issuing the following train order: EXTRA 1427 EAST PROCEED TO VAL
VERDE AND SWITCH LOCAL RAIL SERVED CUSTOMERS AND RETURN TO KERVILLE. The
Engineer performed the brake test and the VVT arrived in Val Verde at 4:40 PM. The VVT Crew then
proceeded with the setouts and pickups at Val Verde, completing their work at 6:50 PM. The conductor
radioed the dispatcher that the VVT return was ready to depart. The Dispatcher OK’d the return and the train
left Val Verde at 7:00 PM, and arrived in Kerrville at 8:20 PM. EXTRA 1427 WEST was instructed to take
the Passing Siding. The Conductor then radioed the Dispatcher that EXTRA 1427 WEST had arrived.
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Stormy Weather on the Mystic Branch

By Gene Mangum

Since there were no cars to be added from Val Verde, the Yardmaster indicated that the KVTSAT was ready
to depart at 8:30 PM. The KVT Agent called the SA Dispatcher. The Dispatcher issued the following train
order: ENG 4376 RUN EXTRA KERRVILLE TO SAN ANTONIO and The KVTSAT departed for San
Antonio at 8:40 PM with the crew from the VVT that were actually scheduled for the run. The KVTSAT
Arrived in San Antonio at 11:05 PM. The Conductor radioed the Dispatcher that EXTRA 4376 EAST had
arrived, just staying within the work day rules for the train crew. Meanwhile, the Kerrville yard crew broke
up the VVT, spotting the inbound cars appropriately. So, even with the weather related delays, all of the
scheduled work was completed by the dedicated Railroad Employees!
Well, that’s it for this month. See you next month with another amazing adventure on the mythical Mystic
Branch.

Realistic Operations On Your Model Railroad 39

By Al Partlow

This month, we will be following a prototypical local freight train as the crew switches actual industries over
the course of their run. The discussion is based on my actual work experience while working as an extra
board brakeman on the Southern Pacific Galveston Sub in 1969. Hopefully, the information will be useful to
modelers who are interested in implementing prototypical switching operations on their railroad.
While the switching of rail cars has changed in recent times primarily due to an increased focus on safety, the
handling of freight cars in the 1960s should still be of interest to modelers from the transition era through the
1980s. At the end of the article, I will try to address the major changes in car handling that might be of
interest to modern era modelers.
The train we will be following was known as “The South Local” which operated daily, except Sunday, from
Houston Englewood Yard to nearby Pasadena, TX, SP railroad designation Sinco. The train was usually
called for around 7:00 AM and typically took around twelve hours to complete the trip, although mileagewise a relatively short run.
Train and engine crew on duty location at that time was the SP Houston Hardy Street Shop, specifically the
diesel house where work time started. The locomotive assignment was usually a single EMD GP-9 or Alco
RS-11, which was adequate for handling the 40-50 car train.
After boarding the locomotive on the ready track, we proceeded to the adjacent Hardy Street Yard to procure
our caboose, an older bay window type, appropriately stenciled “South Local”. As a fireman was assigned to
this job, the crew usually split up between the locomotive and caboose for the quick trip to Englewood Yard.
On arrival at the “Local Yard” on the west end of Englewood, the caboose was cutoff on the lead track for a
switch engine to place on the rear of the train. The road locomotive then proceeded to the assigned track to
couple up to the train and, after attachment of the caboose, began to “pump up air” and perform a brake test
prior to departure. After contacting the West End Yardmaster and Dispatcher for authority to depart, the
train rolled out of the Local Yard, first crossing Wallisville Road, passing Harrisburg Junction, then
Manchester Junction and on to Sinco.
On arrival at Sinco Siding, the head brakeman got off to align the west switch into the siding and get the train
off the main track. With the conductor and rear brakeman on the caboose, we slowly backed the train across
the Highway 225 feeder roads and into the storage yard for the Goodyear and Petro-Tex Chemical plants.
The two brakeman then proceeded to walk the train, bleeding the air off all of the inbound cars, which made
for more efficient switching, i.e.“kicking” of cars as was allowed in those days.
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Realistic Operations On Your Model Railroad 39

By Al Partlow

The Goodyear warehouse facility was the first place to be switched. After checking with the Warehouse
Foreman, the conductor then provided instructions as to the cars to be pulled, which was usually the entire
warehouse track. One crew member walked the entire length of the loading dock to make sure all “dock
plates” were removed from the cars. Typically, 10-15 loaded box cars of rubber made up our “pull”. The
inbound empty box cars were on the head end of the train, so spotting the warehouse was a simple process,
unless there were “re-spots” to be placed in the cut to be spotted.
So much for the easy switching for the day, as we next turned our attention to the chemical side of the plant
and the two long tracks of loading/unloading racks for various chemical products. These tracks were always
full of partially unloaded cars and as a result “re-spots” were always a major part of the switching process.
After pulling any outbound empties, we then had to line up all of the cars for both tracks, including the “respots” for the painstaking spotting process, with no room for error in car placement. Usually, walking
alongside the inbound cut was preferable to mounting and dismounting all the tank cars and covered hoppers
we were handling. Hand-brakes and/or wheel chocks had to be applied to each individual car to prevent “roll
-aways”.
The good news at this point was that we got to stop for lunch in the outstanding Goodyear Cafeteria, which as
a bonus to the great food, was also air conditioned. Hopefully, there was no additional switching at
Goodyear for that day, such as some “hot” outbound car that needed to go on our train and we were on to
Petro-Tex for the afternoon.
Petro-Tex Chemical was located east of the Goodyear Plant, but off the same switching lead. This facility
had tracks running in every direction with loading/unloading racks throughout the plant. As our conductor
was the regular man on this job, his familiarity and experience proved invaluable in getting the facility
switched in a reasonable period of time, although still usually 5-6 hours. The biggest issue in switching this
plant was the many curves throughout the facility which made good “sight-lines” between crew members
difficult. This was before radios on the ground, so hand signals (or lanterns at night) were still the norm at
this time. Having a fireman in the cab also provided additional eyes for switching long cuts of cars around
curves.
The large number of turnouts along with the curves and long, heavy tank cars also made derailments common
place during a day of switching. Carrying rerailing frogs from the locomotive was part of the job for extra
board brakemen, something to grow use to over the course of a day. Although occasionally, when only a
single wheel was on the ground, the conductor would simply pop a car back on the rails by pulling the wheels
through a turnout frog. Needless, this was not an authorized procedure even during those times.
Another issue that we encountered was the problem of coupling cars on curves as a result of no place to leave
cars on a tangent track in many situations. This could sometimes be solved by using leverage from a long
piece of lumber, ideally a 4 x 4, against the drawbar. Again, this task usually fell to the extra board man on
the crew.
Most of the outbound cars were loads of various LPG products, such as butane and propane which were placed
on our train for the trip back to Englewood. Empty cars were placed at the racks, usually in a specific order
which again required considerable planning to get the cars lined up properly. Again, either hand brakes and/or
wheel chocks had to be applied to each car to prevent them from moving once uncoupled from the locomotive.
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Realistic Operations On Your Model Railroad 39

By Al Partlow

After the spotting process was completed, we assembled our train for movement to Englewood. Most days
the train was 40-50 loaded cars, so the run back was sometimes a little slower than the trip down to Sinco.
The locomotive always ran long hood forward on the return trip, another good reason for a fireman on the
job. We were always routed into the south side of Englewood where we left our train, picked up our caboose
and headed back to Hardy Street after a long day.
I mentioned earlier that I would discuss how switching has changed in the more modern era. Basically, three
things are different and all are based on the additional focus on safety by modern railroaders. First, radios are
used to communicate between ground crew members and the engineer which facilitates clearer and more
precise instructions for car handling. Second, the use of air on both cars and locomotives better eliminates
the possibility of “roll-aways” and excessive coupling speeds. Third, mounting and dismounting of moving
equipment is specifically prohibited, eliminating falls and serious injuries to ground switching personnel.
While the latter two differences result in a safer switching environment, they do tend to slow things down to
some degree, although that more methodical pace also contributes to a safer operation.
Before I close, here are a few learning points for the modeler who wants to include more prototypical
switching operations on his layout. The most important thing to remember is that the efficient switching of
rail cars requires a little planning and foresight. In other words, a little thought on the front end of the
switching operation will provide a more timely and efficient result rather than just moving cars around in a
haphazard manner. Also, the efficient movement of rail cars is a methodical process and speed does not
translate to an efficient switching operation. Actual switching operations require time, such as the stretching
of cars to make sure they are in fact coupled and the simulation of setting handbrakes/chocking cars to
prevent “roll-aways”. Once the train is assembled, allow some time for the train braking system to be
“charged” before moving the train. All such activities expand the time required to prototypically handle cars
on a model railroad, which in most cases contributes to the overall interest and fun for operators on your
layout.
Hopefully, you have enjoyed this look at how the prototype actually performs switching operations and will
be able to incorporate into your model railroad.

Addendum to August Derail

By Rick White

On page 24 of the August Derail showcasing older articles, Rick White found some updated website
information to share. Last month’s article was Bob Dannenbrink’s Chapel Car from January 2004.
The Mid-Continent Railway Museum is now called The National Railroad Museum.
https://nationalrrmuseum.org/.
The Green Bay Museum is now the National Railroad Museum. Your link shows that this is in Green
Bay. The name must have changed long ago, because I was there in 1967 and it was the National Railroad
Museum even then.
The Mid-Continent Railway Museum is at https://www.midcontinent.org/ and they are on Facebook at https://
www.facebook.com/MidContinentRailwayMuseum
where I follow them. Great people and museum.
Having lived in Madison, Wisconsin, from 1965 to 1970, I was always interested in what Bob Danninbrink
had to say about his experiences earlier than that in Wisconsin. And having Bill Wright's Green Bay Western
is of great interest, also. Thanks for sharing these older stories.
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Celebration Corner

By Divina Gato-Hogno

Happy
September Birthdays!

Virginia Freitag

Chris Tolley

Virginia Freitag – photo taken with Gil Freitag during a drive by
visit to their daughter’s house prior to watching the Fireworks
display for the 4th of July 2020. Virginia is blessed to turn 82
years old and counting. Wishing her many, many more…

Chris Tolley- taken at Hearne, Texas with

Gilbert Freitag

Marc Vandendriessche

Gilbert– always with a smile

Marc - happily celebrating a birthday
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Celebration Corner

By Divina Gato-Hogno

Congratulations to Terri Sabol!

Terri (The Derail co-editor) published her 4th and 5th picture books
this summer, with several more planned in the next six months.
They are available at amazon.com/author/tsabol

Upcoming Election Slate of Officers

By Robert Ashcraft

Here is the slate for the upcoming election…
President - Kelly Russell
Vice President - Gene Mangum
Secretary/Treasurer - Dick Louvet
Director at Large - Tom Bailey
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San Jac Online — Virtual Layout Tours

By Kelly Russell

Over the past few weeks, in discussing the COVID effect with some of the members/layout owners on the San
Jac Layout Tours, a suggestion was made that we try to do some sort of Virtual Layout Tour. Not being as
on-line savvy as others, I discussed it and Craig Brantley said that they did this successfully for the Narrow
Gauge convention. Brian Jansky said that we could create a YouTube channel and post videos, and indicated
that he would be willing to do some editing, and handle the publishing. (THANKS BRIAN!) So let’s give it a
go… I can’t wait to see what we come up with.
Kelly
What are we asking you to do?
We would like for you to shoot the video of your own layout for the virtual tour! Some of the area layouts had
videos made for the 2015 National Narrow Gauge Convention and are linked below.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=lPKTvvcRxNk - Robert Ashcraft, Narrow Gauge Convention 2015
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9ccybOJnGzU - Don Bozman, Narrow Gauge Convention 2015
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=90h2bj4HdCw - Pete Leach, Narrow Gauge Convention 2015
How should I capture the video?
There are many devices around the house these days that can capture video, such as:
 Point and shoot digital cameras
 Digital SLR cameras
 Digital camcorders
 Smart phones, both Android and Apple iPhone
 Tablets, again both the Android and Apple iPad varieties
 Go-Pro Cameras
What should be included on the video?
 Overall views of the layout/layout room(s), trains running/switching, close ups, control panels, shot of
the owner, etc.
 In case there is no narration, layout owner should provide an overview of his layout; scale, room size,
era, railroad, controls, years of construction, layout drawing, etc. This info could be added as an
introduction on the video.
 Any special models or features that the owner wants to highlight
Notes for getting good video:
 If using a cell phone or tablets, please shoot the video holding the phone horizontal.
 Please shoot the highest quality video possible. 1080p is preferred.
 When shooting scenes, please shoot longer than you think. Extra seconds before and after the train runs
through the scene can always be edited out but can’t be added back in.
 Use a tripod if possible for stationary scenes.
 If walking with the camcorder / phone, please keep the device as steady as possible.
 When panning the video, do it slower than you think you should.
 Remember, people watching the video haven’t seen your layout before, so take your time with the tour.
Narration may be included, but if it isn’t good enough to use, we will be forced to listen to music for the
entire tour... Please be aware of background noise when recording.
Okay, I have video, now what?
The files will need to be transferred from your recording device to your computer. Once there, please add
your initials to the name of the files and number them in the order they should go in. This will help Brian keep
the scenes in the correct order. Since the files will be too big to email, upload them using the Dropbox link
below. Please also send Brian an email when you do to BrianJ844@gmail.com. This will help him look out
for your files and gives him a way to contact you if there are any questions.
https://www.dropbox.com/request/k6GlFYdHGhW0XOfthoy4?oref=e
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August Meeting Minutes
President Kelly Russell called the Zoom meeting
to order at 7:05. There was one visitor: Jeff
Hamilton. Kelly thanked Tom Bailey for hosting
the Zoom meetings. Jerry Ondak has passed
away.
Clinic
Gene Mangum presented Al Partlow for a clinic
on the Southern Pacific Galveston Subdivision.
Al gave a history of the lines running to
Galveston with pictures of motive power. The
clinic generated a long question and answer
period.
Gene has clinics for the next three months but
needs clinicians for this first quarter in 2021. It
appears we will probably need a clinic for
December if the Christmas Party is canceled.
Treasurer’s Report
The July minutes were approved as published.
The July bank balance was $16,034.49. August
expenditures were $275 for our 501(c)3
application and $400 for the last of the layout
payments from the train show.
The club’s electronic application for a 501(c)3
exemption was not accepted as eligible for the
short form. The full 23-page form and supporting
documentation will be submitted.
Lone Star Region
Phil Stewart highlighted the current 50-page
Marker
Lamp.
Please
see
https://
www.lonestarregion.com/ to download a copy.
Division 8 is starting hybrid (in person and
Zoom) at the Bayland Center. Please see http://
www.texasgulfdivision.org/
for
clinic
information. Phil again mentioned the joint
convention next year. The LSR needs to up our
achievement
recipients.
Contact
Duane
Richardson for more information. Start thinking
about clinics.
Division 8 is entertaining the idea of a San Jac
foreperson to report at Division 8 meetings.
Derail
Keep the articles coming. Our editor, Terri Sabol,
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By Dick Louvet

has just published her fifth children’s book with a
Christmas book coming our later this year. They
are available on Amazon.
Fall Layout Tour
Work continues the virtual fall layout tour. Brian
Jansky is waiting on input from layout owners.
See the Derail for specifics. Help is available –
just ask Brian.
The club is continuing the virtual show-and-tell
meetings on Sundays. Watch your email for
information.
Membership Committee
Divina Gato-Hogno thanked JayC Williams and
Jim Kelly for their help. We need more posts to
the Facebook site. Our Facebook page is at
https://www.facebook.com/San-Jacinto-ModelRailroad-Club-112449312120157/
Our Twitter is at https://twitter.com/SJMRRC
Our Groups.io is at SJMRRC@Groups.io
New Business
We will hold annual elections next month. Bob
Barnett and Robert Ashcraft will be the
nominating committee.
Steve Sandifer reported that JayC is home again
after being hospitalized with COVID-19. He
attended the Zoom meeting and is doing well.
The meeting was adjourned at 8:30
Tom Bailey and Kelly Russell with be working
on San Jac hybrid meetings based on the
experience of the Division 8 clinics.
After the meeting, there was a discussion on
“Show and Tell” Zoom meetings. Kelly will
follow up. Al Partlow again refused to read the
minutes.
Respectively submitted,
Dick Louvet
Secretary/Treasurer
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San Jac RR Club Meetings take place the
first Tuesday of each month at 7pm
ONLINE until further notice

Bayland Community Center
6400 Bissonnet St. Houston, TX

Visitors are always welcome!

Officers
President: Kelly Russell
president@sanjacmodeltrains.org
Vice President: Gene Mangum
vice-president@sanjacmodeltrains.org
Secretary/Treasurer: Richard (Dick) Louvet
secretary@sanjacmodeltrains.org
Director at Large: Tom Bailey
tfbailey@sbcglobal.net
Past President: Robert (Bob) Barnett MMR
rbarnett@ljaengineering.com

Derail Staff
Conductor: Bob Sabol
bsabol@stillmeadow.com

Engineer: Terri Brogoitti
tbrogoitti@stillmeadow.com

www.sanjacmodeltrains.org
Webmaster: Brian Jansky

Next Meeting

TUESDAY, SEPTEMBER 1
7PM
ONLINE MEETING

“ROTARY SNOWPLOWS”
BY BRIAN JANSKY

Brakemen:
Mark Couvillion
(mark_couvillion@hotmail.com)
David N. Currey
(texasandlouisiana@msn.com)
Divina Gato-Hogno
(d.gatohogno@gmail.com)
Brian Jansky (brianj844@gmail.com)
Pete Leach MMR (pleachtx55@gmail.com)
Richard Louvet (secretary@sanjacmodeltrains.org)
Gene Mangum (vice-president@sanjacmodeltrains.org)
Al Partlow (alswitch@aol.com)
Jeff Williams (mellowmiata@hotmail.com)

MEMBERS: CHECK YOUR UPCOMING
EMAILS FOR DETAILS AND THE LINK.
At Home Refreshments:
your drink & dessert of choice

Video Corner

Cumbres & Toltec:
The Daily Train
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